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Topics
Activism / Philanthropy / Civic Engagement
Adventure
Branding / Marketing
Business Growth / Strategy / Trends
CEO
Compassion
Disease
Entertainment
Entrepreneur
Fitness / Diet / Nutrition
Goal Setting
Inspiration / Achievement
Men's Health & Issues
Mental Health / Psychology
Motivation
Musicians / Bands
Overcoming Adversity
Personal Growth
Social Media
Wellness

About Charlie Rocket Jabaley
Have you ever dreamed so big, that it would change the lives of so many others, and end up changing your own, forever?
Charlie Jabaley wasn't your typical kid from Georgia. Sometimes labelled, "the chubby kid", Charlie was a dreamer. Knowing that he needed to use his
imagination as a weapon to survive the playground, Charlie created his first persona, CEO Charlie. He had other ideas. Like pursuing the life of an
athlete. But, that had to wait.
CEO Charlie dreamed of building a company. A company that took a vision of the music industry with all of it's challenges, and became one of the most
innovative business management companies in modern music - Street Execs. Street Execs took artists such as Travis Porter, Young Dolph and 2 Chainz,
and catapulted their careers to new heights, and importantly, the top of the charts, and touring the world. Including a Grammy win in 2017.
But even at the top of your career, you can be met with new challenges. Challenges so big, they might even end your life.
Charlie Jabaley discovered one thing CEO Charlie couldn't escape - he was heavily overweight, unhealthy, unhappy and had a brain tumor threatening to
end his life, at the age of 28. CEO Charlie shortly after retired. Weighing 304 pounds. With a brain tumor that was growing. And unable to escape a binge
eating disorder.
From the flames, emerged Charlie Rocket. Charlie Rocket was an athlete. Someone that inspired those around him, took on his goals, competed on a
global circuit, ran professionally and lived a healthy and happy life. And here began the journey...
Charlie Jabaley, with the assistance of Charlie Rocket no less, dropped 120 pounds. Ran multiple marathons. Became vegan. Reversed the growth of his
brain tumor. Got healthy. And secured the sponsorship of the most famous name in running in the world - Nike.
Charlie just completed an Ironman in New Zealand with the hope of inspiring others to know that nothing is impossible. He just finished biking across
America to pursue his dream of being an athlete, transforming lives and making people's dreams come true!
His name is Charlie Jabaley. His story isn’t over yet.
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What’s your name? What's your story?
Select Keynotes
Failing My Way to Success
How I turned my struggles into fuel and became a hip-hop and millennial marketing mogul.
The Dream Machine
A mission to impact lives, give back, and ignite dreams across America while biking from LA to NYC.
Train Like an 8-Year-Old
How to realize your childhood dreams using fun and play as a metric for success.
Select Testimonials
“The inspirational fitness ambassador and marketing mogul Charlie Jabaley recently caught Nike's attention by circumventing the traditional
agency route and simply supplying authentic consumer-valued content. “
— Forbes

“Charlie Jabaley continues to work incredibly hard to go from obese to a Nike athlete and he's crushing it! “
— Gary Vaynerchuk

“CEO Millionaires founder Charlie Jabaley is here to shake up the Motivational Speaking World.”
— Rolling Out

“CHARLIE ROCKET IS FOR REAL! Believe it or not, this guy will change your life.”
— Runner's World
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